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EXPERIMENT 2 RESULTS/DISCUSSION

Participants are not successfully learning FOST: they sort an average of 5.7 out of 12 test
cards correctly (i.e. at chance).

But closer analysis of their responses suggests that while participants do not detect the
correct generalisation over the training cards, FOST is a hypothesised meaning they
entertain — whereas GROST and GRFOST are not.

Specifically, we ask: For each participant, which determiner (if any) is his/her set of re-
sponses consistent with? Then, how many participants responded in a way consistent
with FOST? . . . with GROST? . . . with GRFOST?

Predicted pattern for
a determiner D if all
participants respond
as if ‘gleeb’ means D

Predicted pattern for
a determiner D if all
participants respond

in some way
unrelated to D

FOST GROST GRFOST

χ2 = 21.6, df = 2, p < .0001 χ2 = 2.4, df = 2, p > .30 χ2 = 3.88, df = 2, p > .14

The difference between these graphs needs some explanation. The following speculative
story is, at least, a candidate:

• Participants are unable to determine which proportional determiner captures the cor-
rect generalisation about the training cards; but they choose some proportional deter-
miner “at random” to sort cards on during the testing phase

•MOST and FOST are possible meanings, so are chosen relatively frequently
•GROST and GRFOST are not possible meanings, so are rarely/never chosen

EXPERIMENT 2: SECOND-ORDER/PROPORTIONAL

We would like to investigate the learnability of the following unattested variants of the
naturally-occuring determiner ‘most’ [8]

∩ > − ∩ < −

conservative MOST(X)(Y ) FOST(X)(Y )
|X ∩ Y | > |X − Y | |X ∩ Y | < |X − Y |

non-conservative GROST(X)(Y ) GRFOST(X)(Y )
|Y ∩X| > |Y −X| |Y ∩X| < |Y −X|

Sample training cards (with truth values for DET(GIRL)(BEACH)):

MOST FOST GROST GRFOST

FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE

FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE

FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE

Participants (all in the FOST condition, so far): 18 children, ages 4;6–5;10 (mean 5;2)

ADAPTING THE TASK

To ease the added burden on the participant of detecting a second-order generalisation
over the training cards in Expt.2, we explored the effects of different card layouts.

• increasing the numbers of characters present, from 1, 2 or 3 (for each of the four sets) to
4, 8, or 12

•making the set of boys and the set of girls more visually salient through colour choices
• rearranging the beach/grass so that comparison between girls-on-the-beach and girls-

on-the-grass is as visually salient as comparison between girls-on-the-beach and boys-
on-the-beach

As these manipulations have not had any significant effects, below we report results col-
lapsed across all three.

EXPERIMENT 1 RESULTS

Results indicate a correlation between conservativity and success in learning (p = 0.07,
Fisher’s exact test).

Conservative NALL Non-Conservative GRALL
Cards correctly sorted (out of 5) mean 4.1 mean 3.1

greater than chance (2.5) not different from chance (2.5)
(p < 0.001) (p > 0.17)

Subjects with “perfect” accuracy 50% 10%

Furthermore: the one participant (10%) who responded with perfect accuracy in the non-
conservative condition told us that the puppet had confused the girls and the boys, so this
participant was evaluating the truth of ‘some boys are on the beach’ (with a conservative
determiner).

EXPERIMENT 1: FIRST-ORDER

We compare the learnability of the following two determiners:

NALL(X)(Y ) ≡ X 6⊆ Y conservative
GRALL(X)(Y ) ≡ Y 6⊆ X non-conservative

Sample training cards (with truth values for DET(GIRL)(BEACH)):

NALL GRALL
GIRL 6⊆ BEACH BEACH 6⊆ GIRL

TRUE FALSE

FALSE TRUE

TRUE TRUE

Participants: 20 children, ages 4;5–5;6 (mean 5;0)
Conservative condition: 10 children, ages 4;5–5;5 (mean 4;11)
Non-Conservative condition: 10 children, ages 4;11–5;3 (mean 5;1)

METHODS

• 38 participants across 2 experiments, age 4;5-5;10; variant of the ‘picky puppet’ task [7]
• For both experiments, the puppet likes cards where ‘gleeb girls are on the beach’; the

meaning of ‘gleeb’ varies
• Training cards presented where the target sentence is true (the puppet likes these cards)

and false (the puppet doesn’t like these cards)
• Participants attempt to sort test cards into like (true) and dislike (false) on the basis of

target sentence
• Training cards: 5 for Expt.1, 6 for Expt.2
• Test cards: 5 for Expt.1, 12 for Expt.2

MAJOR FINDINGS

• Experiment 1: Children succeed at learning conservative NALL but fail at learning
non-conservative GRALL

• Experiment 2: Early evidence suggests that conservativity continues to make the cut
between learnable and unlearnable in the space of second-order determiners: children
appear to entertain the possibility of FOST, but not GROST

These results strengthen the argument that we should strive for a theory of natural lan-
guage semantics from which it follows that all determiners are conservative.

INTRODUCTION

We investigate children’s abilities to learn various determiner meanings that are not at-
tested in natural languages.

• If the typological absence of a determiner is due to an inherent property of the lan-
guage faculty, we would predict that children will fail to learn it.

• If the determiner is absent for other reasons, we would predict that children will suc-
ceed in learning it.

The novel determiners under investigation vary along the following formal dimensions:
First-order Second-order/Proportional
(Expt. 1) (Expt. 2)

CONSERVATIVE NALL FOST
NON-CONSERVATIVE GRALL GROST, GRFOST

All these determiners are easily representable in GQT [1]; if they are not all learnable, we
require something more restrictive for our theory of the semantics of natural language
determiners.

A determiner D is conservative iff: D(X)(Y ) ≡ D(X)(X ∩ Y )
It is well-known that all natural language determiners are conservative [2,3], but whether
children entertain non-conservative determiner meanings as hypotheses during acquisi-
tion is an open question (despite some impressions to the contrary [4,5]).

The determiner we call FOST (“less than half”) is unattested but conservative, and appar-
ently minimally different from (attested, conservative) MOST. Whether FOST is learnable
is also an open question.
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